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Cutter Lecture on Preventive Medicine
Since 1912, the Cutter Lecture on Preventive Medicine has been one of the most respected presentations, 
especially in the field of epidemiology. The lectures are administered by the Department of Epidemiology 
at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health according to the bequest from John Clarence Cutter, 
MD (1851-1909), a graduate of the Harvard Medical School. He specified that the lectures be delivered in 
Boston, free of charge to medical professionals and the press. Covering a range of public health topics, the 
lectures remain dedicated to enhancing the physical and social welfare of the world’s population.

David Hunter 

David Hunter studied medicine at the University of Sydney, before moving to Harvard University for 33 years where 
he was the Vincent L. Gregory Professor of Cancer Prevention. He is the Richard Doll Professor of Epidemiology and 
Medicine, and director of the Harvard-Oxford Program in Epidemiology. His early research was on HIV transmission 
in East Africa, and subsequently he was involved in collaborative studies of nutrition and HIV pathogenesis, while also 
studying diet and cancer etiology in large scale prospective studies and founding the Pooling Project of Prospective 
Studies of Diet and Cancer. 

As Director of the Harvard Center for Cancer Prevention, he developed a sample handling and genotyping laboratory 
to explore genetic associations with cancer and gene-environment interactions. He founded the Program in Genetic 
Epidemiology and Statistical Genetics at Harvard. He was co-chair of the steering committee of the NCI Breast and 
Prostate Cancer Cohort Consoritum (BPC3) between 2003 and 2012, was co-director of the NCI Cancer Genetic 
Susceptibility Markers project focused on genome-wide association studies, and was an Eminent Scholar at the NCI 
between 2004 and 2009. From 2009-2016 he was Dean for Academic Affairs at the Harvard TH Chan School of 
Public Health, and in 2015-2016 he was Acting Dean. He is one of about 3000 “highly cited researchers” worldwide 
according to Thomson-Reuters. 

Adventures in the Environment and Genes 

Dr. David Hunter, the Richard Doll Professor of Epidemiology and Medicine at the University of Oxford, 
presented the 168th Cutter Lecture on December 12, 2018, at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public 
Health. Hunter fell in love with epidemiology here 34 years ago, completed his doctorate at Harvard, and 
worked at HSPH for the next three decades. 

Hunter guided Cutter Lecture attendees on a brief journey through time to reflect on persistent epidemio-
logical questions involving how much environmental and genetic factors influence incidence and outcomes 
of common diseases.
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Hunter became interested in medical research through studying the health effects of exposure to high 
altitude among climbers. His first professional adventure involved a study on HIV, specifically the 
relationship between HIV acquisition and illness. Early on in the epidemic, scientists and medical 
professionals believed HIV, similar to other infectious diseases, would lead to only a fraction of those with 
the virus developing full-blown AIDS. But in a collaboration with Victor De Gruttola, published in The 
Lancet in 1986, Hunter showed a rapid and alarming rate of progression to the onset of AIDS among those 
who had received blood from donors infected with HIV. Subsequent studies conducted by researchers 
in Africa in that late 1980s suggested a higher incidence of HIV infection among women using oral 
contraceptives, complicating the daunting challenges faced by the continent in the midst of battling the 
spread of HIV and an increasingly devastating AIDS epidemic. 

However, follow-up studies conducted by Hunter and colleagues in Africa documented that male partner 
sexual behavior, the presence of other sexually transmitted diseases, and social environment were stronger 
indicators for acquiring HIV than contraceptive methods. 

Along with this early work on HIV, Hunter focused his doctoral thesis on skin cancer, laying the foundation 
for what would become a primary field of study throughout his career—gene-environment interaction in 
disease. He and colleagues collaborating on the Nurses’ Health Study looked at risk factors for basal-cell 
carcinoma in relation to number of severe sunburns (environmental) in people with different hair color 
(genetic). They discovered that the risk of cancer was definitively higher among those with red hair who 
also had experienced numerous sunburns.

Diet Is Important but Does Not Cause Cancer

The next phase of Hunter’s adventure involved large-scale studies of the relationship between diet and 
cancer. At the time, a prevailing hypothesis was that breast cancer was associated with total fat intake. But 
numerous prospective studies showed very little connection between any particular food groups and breast 
cancer.  Founding the Pooling Project of Prospective Studies of Diet and Cancer, now led by Stephanie 
Smith-Warner, a series of papers examined the relationships between diet and cancer across the major 
cohort studies. The only robust association for breast cancer was increased alcohol intake and heightened 
risk of breast cancer. Several studies that concluded daily consumption of milk likely protects against 
colon cancer. Other studies showed connections between healthy eating and substantially reduced risk 
for cardiovascular disease and diabetes, but no consistent associations for cancer in midlife. In 2018, the 
World Cancer Foundation summarized evidence of convincing associations between alcohol intake, obesity, 
and height across several kinds of cancer, but limited evidence that diet in middle life alters risk of most 
cancers. 

Research Methodologies Fuel Ongoing Controversy

The debate continues about the best methods of exposure measurement in observational epidemiological 
studies. Many say people lie or do not know the answers to questions asked on questionnaires, and only 
“objective” measurements can be relied on. Physical activity, for example, is difficult to measure, and 
wearables such as accelerometers are proposed as a solution. Hunter says both sources of information 
are necessary. For large studies, most self-reported data is reliable for behaviors people can tell scientists 
about, but other measures are needed for exposures (e.g. genetic variants) they are not able to report to 
researchers. In addition, objective measures can be just as prone to confounding.  A better measurement 
of physical activity does not solve the problem that active people are different from sedentary people. 
Some experts recommend Mendelian randomization to address the confounding problem, but this 
approach does not always provide the right answers.  However, in the Breast and Prostate Cancer Cohort 
Consortium looking at body mass index and breast cancer risk, if scientists had relied only on Mendelian 
Randomization analysis, they would have mistakenly advised women to gain weight after menopause! 

No technique is bulletproof, says Hunter. A combination of approaches is required, and many studies are 
just too small, he noted.  A good big study is always more reliable than a good small study.
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Genetic Risk Scores Deliver Valuable Information
 
We know a lot more about disease risk than they did fifteen years ago. Scientists are now able to examine 
nearly two hundred common genetic variants associated with breast cancer risk. While any one of these 
variants alone does not increase a woman’s risk of breast cancer, taken together, they can be combined into 
powerful and robust polygenic risk scores, and the more of these reproducible adverse associations that are 
present, the higher the risk. 

At the high end of the risk distribution, scientists predict that about 1 percent of women have a 30 percent 
lifetime risk of breast cancer, while at the other end of the spectrum, about 1 percent of women have 
an extremely low risk of ever having the disease. Other analyses that consider all risk factors together 
estimates that nearly 20 percent of women over 60 years old account for approximately 40 percent of 
breast cancer cases. 

These studies, which are still underway, suggest possible recommendations for less frequent screening 
requirements for women at lower risk, or earlier starting age for mammography for high-risk women. 
Knowledge of an increased risk of acquiring a common but preventable or treatable disease is valuable 
and actionable information for healthcare consumers. The ability to provide this kind of data represents a 
significant step forward in addressing common diseases that impact millions of people.

A 2016 study concluded that women at higher preexisting genetic risk for breast cancer can benefit by 
minimizing or eliminating just one modifiable lifestyle behavior (e.g. drinking or weight gain). Similar 
findings have been reported in lifestyle impacts on those with genetic risk for coronary heart disease. 
So, knowing your genotype is helpful, and favorable lifestyle changes will positively impact people at 
risk for common diseases. Genes and the environment both influence common disease risk. We must 
comprehensively understand both for effective prediction of individual risk. 
 
“All of the genetic textbooks need to be rewritten. The genetic architecture is much more 
complex than one gene, one protein, one enzyme paradigm. Thosands of variants across 

the genome contribute to the risks associated with common diseases.”
  -David Hunter

Challenges for future epidemiological studies include gathering prospective data on less common 
diseases and disease subtypes. As part of the ongoing effort to analyze larger populations, cases must be 
aggregated in multi-study consortia, increasing sample sizes from thousands to tens of thousands or more. 
Researchers must leverage digital technologies for information capture and remote automated outcome 
assessments. 

Committed to facing these kinds of challenges head on, Hunter is currently involved in a new program in 
the UK called SUCCEED, which will track five million healthy Britons in an attempt to accelerate earlier 
detection of disease. The intent is to shift healthcare from treating illness in late stages to pre-empting 
disease in very early stages. Scientists will test and validate new diagnostic and predictive tools at scale, 
and discover entirely new indicators of disease. The program aims to deliver information back to the 
population, helping UK citizens and medical professionals effectively leverage data like polygenic risk 
scores in order to improve health outcomes.

Hunter says the most rewarding years in epidemiology are still ahead. “We have the best job in the world,” 
he claims, “because we never know what’s coming next. There are always more mountains to climb, more 
to discover. The adventure continues.” 
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